October 2008
Call To Carry Out Terrorist Attacks in Israel
The

“Shabakat

Masajiduna

Al-Da'awiya”

(The

Da’awa

Network

of

our

Mosques),

http://www.msajedna.ps, recently posted a message calling for Palestinian factions to carry
out terrorist attacks in Jerusalem, in order to protect the Al-Aqsa Mosque. 1
The Da’awa Network of our Mosques is a religious, Islamic-Palestinian website that presents
itself as a charity supporting work for Allah, which "will bring on the victory of Islam and will
make us his faithful soldiers.”2
Jerusalem has recently experienced an increase in terrorist attacks characterized as selfinitiative attacks, including stabbings, attacks by vehicles and shootings. It is possible that
that these terrorist attacks were launched in response to incitement propaganda published
by various Islamic entities, including the aforementioned website, encouraging terrorist
attacks in Israel in general and in Jerusalem in particular.
The message was also posted on an online forum affiliated with the global Jihad movement.
It reads:3
Message No. 26: Jerusalem and Al-Aqsa are in Danger
The “Da’awa Network of our Mosques” calls for the redemption of occupied Jerusalem
and the Al-Aqsa Mosque with lives and with any possible means. The “Da’awa Network
of our Mosques” in Palestine denounces the break-in of the drove of hostile Jewish
settlers, together with the soldiers of the Zionist occupation, to the blessed Al-Aqsa
square. In addition, it condemns the distressing silence on the part of all the countries
of the world in general and the Islamic and Arab countries in particular, in the face of
these atrocious violations, performed by the criminal Jews against the captive holy
Islamic places.
The “Network” calls to all those of conscience, who live for the redemption of the
blessed Al-Aqsa Mosque and occupied Jerusalem with soul and spirit, and emphasizes
that all means are legitimate in order to protect the blessed Al-Aqsa Mosque and
occupied Jerusalem, including istishhad actions4 inside the holy city...
The “Network” warns the Zionist occupying government to halt these systematic acts
and emphasizes that these violations will be regarded as the last nail in the coffin of
this monstrous entity, and that a continuation of these violations will denote the end of
the abominable occupation period over occupied Palestine.
Finally the “Network of our Mosques” calls to all Palestinian factions to use any means
of opposition possible against the authorities and soldiers of the occupation and
against the hordes of criminal settlers, including performing istishhad activities that
will strike the entire fragile Hebrew country.
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http://www.msajedna.ps/default.asp?id=adla&aid=dlel&did=262
http://www.msajedna.ps/default.asp?id=abautus
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http://94.75.200.163/vb/showthread.php?t=78099
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Istishhad are acts of martyrdom
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